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With the accelerated accumulation of genomic sequence data in the World Wide Web, it has become
highly essential to understand the role of these sequences in the biological systems by incorporating
various advanced research archetypes. The intricacy of handling such a huge dataset manually has
increased the need to develop automated methods that can analyze enormous numbers of biological
sequences and produce efficient results. This being the objective, a novel computational system,
Bioinfotracker, has been developed for the purpose of carrying out large-scale protein annotations.
Different online tools operating on different strategies have been integrated in Bioinfotracker so as
reduce the overall processing time of these tools individually. Further, Bioinfotracker facilitates
automatic parsing of the results from all the tools and produce them in an easily interpretable table
format. This facility will, therefore, greatly lessen the burden of hectic human parsing. Moreover, AJAX
(Asynchronous JavaScript and XML) is used as an interface within this tool that will greatly control the
unwanted page refresh menace and bandwidth consumption. Thus, Bioinfotracker remains a well
structured, species-independent, flexible and highly controlled functional analysis system for the
protein sequences of any organism. The software is freely available at: http://biotool.nrcfosshelpline.in/.
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INTRODUCTION
During the past decade, huge volumes of biological data
have been generated and are deposited in the online
repositories (Kim et al., 2003; Sasson et al., 2006). With
this largely mounted data, it has become the most vital
challenge for the research community to investigate
these raw sequences and reveal their functions.
Delineating the functions of the genome will facilitate a
better insight into the biological systems (Rentzsch et al.,
2009). In spite of various strategies for identifying the
protein functions were carried out earlier, only 50 - 60%
of genes have been identified with known functions in
most of the completely sequenced genomes
(Sivashankari et al., 2003). Therefore, the determination
of protein functions has become the most focused
research area of the post-genome era. The classical
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approaches for the functional genomics use different
types of high-throughput techniques to characterize the
actual gene products. Though these traditional
biochemical/molecular experiments can assign accurate
functions for the genes, they consume a lot of chemicals,
reagents and other materials and thus making them more
cost ineffective (Diana, 2003). Above all, these methodologies involve much of the manpower and the man-hours.
This demands the use of Bioinformatics automated
systems to carry out sequence analysis with the perspective of functional prediction. Recent years have seen
tremendous growth in the Bioinformatics tools and
approaches in genome analysis. They help in investigating the large quantity of data available and propose
biologically meaningful patterns for the genes. The
general Bioinformatics-led approach for functional
characterization of proteins involves the comparison of
the unknown sequences against the known sequences in
various databases using a variety of tools. These tools
are supported by a number of algorithms and statistical
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Figure 1. Homepage of Bioinfotracker which shows fields for entering GI number and sequences.

theories and predict the appropriate functions. In several
cases, such predictions are proved to be efficient and this
has led to the development of diverse Insilico protocols
for the functional annotations of the proteins. Of various
Insilico strategies, functional predictions using the tools
that operate on the classification of proteins provide
promising results. Presently, a number of different classification systems have been developed and deployed to
categorize the functional annotations (Stuart et al., 2000)
that include (i) BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990), a tool that
helps in the sequence similarity searches (ii) Pfam
(Bateman et al., 2004), a tool that is based on protein
families (iii) COG (Tatusov et al., 2003) that represents
phylogenetic classification of proteins (iv) Prodom, a tool
that assists in protein domain searches (v) InterPro
(Mulder et al., 2007), a tool integrated with different family
classifications. Though functional predictions through
computational programs have led to many scientific
discoveries (Cathy et al., 2003), they tend to be complex
as these applications are computationally intensive and
time consuming. Moreover, a lot of human interventions
are needed to carry out the analysis with these tools and
to manually curate the results to identify potential functions. Although, there are a few tools like AIM-BLAST,
Ajax Interfaced Multiple Sequence - BLAST (Aravindhan
et al., 2009), that allows the users to analyse multiple
sequences at an instance, their functional prediction is
based on only one strategy. Hence, there is a pressing
need to develop an advanced computational method that

will balance these limitations and handle functional
annotations better.
METHODS
Progress in computational power and the advancements in Bioinformatics research permit the integration of the available information
from various sources into single qualitative models, thus making the
analysis simple (Ruepp et al., 2004; Lobley et al., 2008). Here, we
have developed a simple and efficient tool, Bioinfotracker (Figure
1), for carrying out large-scale protein annotation. Bioinfotracker is
a system that was developed by integrating different Bioinformatics
tools
such
as
Pfam
(http://pfam.jouy.inra.fr/),
BLAST
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/BLAST/),
COG
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/COG/)
and
InterproScan
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/InterProScan/). The front end of the tool
was written using HTML/Java scripts whereas the server end of the
tool is coded using Perl scripts. Moreover, AJAX (Paulson, 2005)
was used as an interface in Bioinfotracker that will greatly reduce
the unpleasing page refresh issue that is very common in other
bioinformatics tools. Hence, Bioinfotracker will consume very low
bandwidth but still performs effectively. This tool makes it possible
to perform the annotation of an entire genome using four different
annotation strategies with only a single submit. The input for this
tool can either be protein sequences in FASTA format or GI
numbers of the sequences. If the GI numbers are submitted, the
tool will automatically search in the NCBI database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov) and fetch the sequences corresponding to the GI numbers submitted and then starts the analysis. If
sequences are submitted, then the processing starts immediately
without any delay in time. The Sequences are individually submitted
to different servers, such as BLAST, Pfam, COG and InterProScan,
and the analyses are carried out in the respective servers. Once the
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Figure 2. Sample result table in Bioinfotracker of BLAST, COG, Pfam and InterProScan output with time taken to get the result.

results of the analyses are available, Bioinfotracker will automatically parse them and filter out the appropriate function from each
server and display them in a simple table, where the automatic
parsing is based on the technical filtering process carried out by the
tool which is explained in the efficiency part. Bioinfotracker utilizes
the SOAP (Pillai et al., 2005) web services of EMBL-EBI, (European
Molecular Biology Laboratory-European Bioinformatics Institute) to
fetch the results from the BLAST server and the InterProScan
Server. Whereas, LWP::Simple and HTML:: TreeBuilder:: Xpath
modules are used to fetch the results from the Pfam server and
COG Server. Thus in this tool, the results of the analyses will be
produced in a simple and easily interpretable table format that
displays the ID of the sequence submitted, the results from Pfam,
COG, InterProScan , BLAST and the time taken for each analysis
(Figure 2). There is also an option that comes with the tool to save
the results of the analysis in the PDF format. With all these
features, Bioinfotracker remains user-friendly.
Efficiency of bioinfotracker
Except for the BLAST program, parsing the output of all other tools
is straightforward and simple. Although Bioinfotracker is found to be
efficient in carrying out searches in all the tools integrated within the
program, it is worth elaborating its strength in handling the BLAST
output parsing. Since, searching a single sequence against a
regular BLAST program (http://www.ebi.ac.uk/Tools/BLAST/), will
itself generate large amount of results in terms of hits accompanied
with varied parameters such as E-value, Percentage of Identity,
Percentage of Similarity, BLAST score and sequence length. Interpreting, analyzing and filtering such a voluminous BLAST textual
output manually to select an appropriate hit, remains a great
problem with the scientific community (Aravindhan et al., 2009a, b).
To bypass such difficulties, Bioinfotracker is incorporated with
some special filtering processes that can expertly handle the
voluminous BLAST results of the sequences and select one best hit

for one sequence. The filtering process is performed in two parts.
The first part of filtering is carried out to choose the BLAST hits that
satisfy the values of all the parameters including BLAST score, the
length and orientation of the hits, the percentage identity, percentage similarity and E-values. The second part of the process involves the further cleaning of the functions with any negative terms,
functions that do not have any clear scientific evidence, such as
predicted, putative, probable, hypothetical, conserved hypothetical
and unknown. This filtering process of results, in Bioinfotracker,
remains a powerful means of reducing the possibility of errors while
choosing a single suitable function from mass of BLAST hits.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The performance of the tool has been compared with the
regular online tools using the Firefox Web browser. A
sample set of sequences of varying length from E. coli
were simultaneously submitted to Bioinfotracker and the
four different tools Pfam, COG, BLAST and InterProScan.
HttpFox,
(https://addons.mozzilla.org/en-US
/firefox/addon/6647), a Firefox add-on is operated at the
backend to measure the loads of bytes transferred during
the analyses. The amount of bytes sent and received for
each sequence in Bioinfotracker and other tools is
tabulated for comparison (Table 1). The results show that
the online tools, in overall, consumed 103.87 kb of data
transfer. Bioinfotracker, on the other hand, consumed
only 7.38 kb of data transfer. Above all, the unwanted
page refresh nuisance was completely absent when
using the Bioinfotracker. Further, the results in this tool
are displayed in a simple table thereby reducing human
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Table 1. Comparison of bandwidth consumption between Bioinfotracker and other online tools.

Bioinfotracker
Sent
Received
(In Bytes)
1488
206
850
206
1514
206
1499
206
997
206
6348
1030
7378 [In Bytes]

COG
Sent
Received
(In Bytes)
2195
453
2060
18564
1221
453
2739
732
1680
453
9895
20655

Online tools- individual analysis
Pfam
BLAST
Sent
Received
Sent
Received
(In Bytes)
(In Bytes)
2486
618
18135
176863
1871
618
14742
176031
2526
618
18737
176866
2917
897
24206
178536
2409
897
16039
176532
12209
3648
91859
884828
1038684 [In Bytes]

parsing. Hence, this tool prevails to be a novel system for
the functional genomics research.
Conclusion
We present Bioinfotracker as one of the most appropriate
and coordinated programs for performing functional
annotation of the genes from any organism and for elucidating functions for unknown or hypothetical proteins.
Henceforth, Bioinfotracker will be a useful tool for
genomic research in the future.
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